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ith extensive formations and flowone-covered walls. As in the other
ssil passage, you will discover varius traces of the ancient visitors to the
ve. This branch extends 400 meters.
On downstream in the main passage,
e size is a little smaller, but there are
ill wide flowstones on the walls. Afr another 150 meters you come to a
To the left, the water runs in a unirm passage 2.5 meters wide and 2
eters high that ends after 80 meters at
sump. To the right is a room with
eakdown on the floor and formations
n the wall. Here is the other natural
ntrance to the system, the sotanito.
The cave is large all the way through,
nd the height increases to two or three
vels where passages exist at the ceilg. These higher levels are characterized
y the presence of many formations in
senile state. The lower level, subject
the flow of the stream, is often filled
ainly with muddy sediments. In April,
e water depth oscillates between 0.2
eters and 1.5 to 2 meters, but at many
aces there are signs of flooding to 1.5
2 meters close to the upstream enance and 3 to 4 meters close to the
ownstream end, which shows that a
rge amount of water flows through the
stem in the rainy season. This is also
own by many tight meanders and
allops on the walls that indicate a fast
urrent.
The small sotanito exit was probably
nce the exit of the river, which now
oes into the sump in the other branch
nd passes under the sotanito.
Archaeological observation: A
etate is a rectangular stone, slightly
oncave, which is placed on three suports so that it is slightly inclined. It
rves to grind maize or other seeds
hen used with another stone, of cyndrical shape, called a mano or
etlapil. The presence of a metate in
e cave, along with earthenware, arw points, and other elements, indites unmistakably that the cave was
Notiziario
ed in the past as a shelter.
This is alsodel
own by the many walls of dry stone
mud-cemented pieces of formations
at isolate small rooms from the rest
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